A GRADE MATCH REPORT

After 2 convincing wins to start the season the A grade boys faced a stern challenge playing last years’ premiers Walkerville out at their home deck.
We were coming in to the game full of confidence but knew we had to be at our best to come away with the points.
The first quarter saw Walkerville do the majority of the attacking but some wayward kicking in front of goal let us off the hook. We still managed to get our
hands on the footy but broke down acrooss half forward, the fortunate result was when we got some rare deep inside 50s we made the most of it scoring 3.0.
We ended up leading at the first change 3.0 to 1.6, which was a great result considering our opposition had more shots and entered their forward 50, 12 more
times.
The 2nd quarter was all Walkerville, outscoring us 5.5 to 1.2 into the breeze. We were again struggling to penetrate the half forward line and our opposition
pushed numbers back and spread very well creating a lot run off half back. Our defence was standing up well and we went into the main break 21 points down,
still definitely in the game as we certainly hadn’t played at our best. Injuries to Jimmy Allan and Magnus Illman also were affecting our rotations, making it hard
to give our midfielders a spell.
After Walkerville kicked the first goal of the 3rd quarter, we struck back hard and kicked 4 goals for the term, getting to within 3 goals at the final change, with
the boys certainly believing we could run over the top of our opposition. Our midfield were working hard and we had some focal points up forward through
Alex Forster and Isaac Twelftree.
The last quarter we had a real crack and showed some fighting spirit to get within 5 points a couple of times but couldn’t quite get our noses in front. It was
goal for goal but a late snap from Walkerville ended our charge and they held on to win by 3 goals. Final score being Pembroke 11.4-70 to Walkerville 12.1688. I was really pleased with the way the boys stuck at it and nearly pinched the win. A real positive was we weren’t at our best but still were very competitive
against a good outfit.
In defence, Gabe Feinemann continued his good start to the season, along with Ollie Harms who was once again a tough opponent. Jake Van der Hoek had
plenty of the ball and gave us some drive from half back and Charles Canny was back to his best taking many good intercept marks.
In the midfield Max Read was again a big contributor, and both Jack Green and Harrison George got plenty of the footy and worked hard. Ben Williams was
courageous as always and had 5 centre clearances, kicked a great crumbing goal and worked tirelessly all day to be our best.
Up forward Alex Forster was again brilliant kicking 6 majors and young gun Isaac Tweltree chipped in with 3 goals and provided a real target across half
forward.
This week we are back home against Gepps Cross and would love to see lots of support as we look to bounce straight back into the winners circle.
Nathan Woods
Senior Coach
ROUND 4
VS Gepps Cross
Haslam Oval
Report Time - 12:15pm
Game Time - 2:15pm
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B GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 3 was against the side I considered the best side we played in 2020, Walkerville. The Cats are always strong, especially on their deck
and we were up for a big game.
The first quarter was as tough as we imagined it would be and the big bodies of Walkerville were matching our outside speed around the
ground, it was tough and fitting of two strong sides and the quarter finished as even as the game was being played 2.2 – 14 to 2.2 – 14.
The second quarter we started we started with the minor advantage of a zephyr of wind and our midfield continued to match the Cats, the
gamble to play just the single ruck option of Zoa’s was proving to be worth it as he not only match the 2 big men of Walkerville but when the
ball came to ground dominated, this giving our forwards clear ball and Tucks, Duff and Poly reaping the rewards. We went into the long break
up 4.4 – 28 to 3.5 - 23
IN the 3rd Venk’s and Fish’s experience started to shine, continuously rebounding, unfortunately at half time we lost Hoppy in his B grade
debut to a foot injury but Howey stepped back into his usual role and Zeb, Jesse and Robbo holding down the last line of defence. As Walkies
came we maintained position and toughed it out, this was really becoming a dour struggle and worthy of 2 top sides. Our accurate forwards
continued on their winning ways and lost the scoring shots and inside 50’s but won the quarter by 4 points 7.4 – 46 to 5.7 – 37.
The last was a continuation of the first 3 and some of the best footy I have seen this year. A special mention must go to Lachy Jones in his first
game for us and he provides that bit of grunt we need, and some fine locks and I look forward to seeing him progress., our forwards are really
finding some rhythm now and the combination of Tucks, Pol and Duff will be tough to beat. But ultimately the massive effort of Zoa’s to ruck
all day against bigger men is a massive effort and the making of ver solid ruckman, congratulations mate that was massive. It is always a risk
to go in with one ruck, but on a small ground like Walkies it was worth the risk and you really came through! Our last was our best for the day
and rolled on to an 11-point victory 9.8 – 62 to 7.9 - 51
Gepps are our next challenge as they sit 3 and zip like us but we are returning to our home ground after a couple weeks away and we simply
will not be beaten on our deck this year – it simply is not an option!
Tom Wightman
B Grade Coach
ROUND 4
VS Gepps Cross
Haslam Oval
Report Time - 11:15am
Game Time - 12:15pm

C GRADE MATCH REPORT

The mighty C grade glamours travelled the 12 minutes North East to the picturesque Walkerville Oval on what was a beautiful day for football.
With a few changes from the previous week and without the messiah (Steven Bevan) I was a little nervous taking the reigns for the week!
The boys took off from where they finished last week and kicked 5 opening term goals to Walkerville’s 1. Our ball movement was a real
highlight as we looked to take the game on with handball and changing the angles to gain deep entries into a dangerous forward line. The
intensity and tackling pressure was excellent across the 4 quarters and the fitness of the group was clearly evident as the game progressed even with a couple of rotations down. Walkerville certainly had their moments and continued to have a crack in the next 3 quarters but the
lads were way too strong, winning 18.12 120 to 6.6 42. Kicking 18 goals in any game is a powerful performance!
Fred McClure continued his strong form up forward, kicking 5 sausage rolls and dominating the air. Austin Wudenberg played his best game
for the year through the midfield and up forward, finding plenty of the ball and applying outstanding pressure on the opposition. The skipper,
Mark Bachetti led the way as he has all year and looks to be in career best form after a massive pre season. Ryan Evans and Lachie Edwards
played their roles beautifully and both had plenty of involvement in scoring opportunities. Our ruckman, Tom Berry played 100% of the game
in the ruck and gave the midfield first look at it, as well as dominating around the ground and providing strong work at ground level with his
second and third efforts.
Sitting equal top of the ladder after 3 rounds it’s been the perfect start for the glamours. A big test awaits this week at home to Gepps Cross
who are 2-1.
Unreal to be back at the home of football, Haslam Oval and I know the boys will be hungry to get to 4-0 and continue on.
Loved every minute of it kings but I know you’ll be pleased to have the messiah back this week.
Let’s go.
Alex Forster
C Grade Assistant Coach
ROUND 4
VS Gepps Cross
Haslam Oval
Report Time - 9am
Game Time - 10:15am

D GRADE MATCH REPORT

After coming off a massive win against Tea Tree Gully, all of the fellas were ready to hit the ground running and really show what
we can do against a tough SPOC team, who were premiers in this comp last year.
We knew we were going to be in for 4 quarters of tough, congested football after the first quarter as SPOC went into the break
ahead by five points. Tom Barnett started the game strong with a dominant display in the middle using his size and aggression
to set an example for the rest of the team.
The second quarter went much like the first with each side kicking two goals and SPOC going into the main break up by 7
points. There was a bit of fire in each side as two old school rivals desperately wanted to walk away with the win. We knew that
we were right in the game and that some organised football was going to win the day for us.
Again, just the same as the first half, the third quarter was another battle between the two sides. Both midfields had their
time on top and the game went in waves from end to end with both defences holding up stoutly. Dan Rusby, a very welcome
inclusion for his first game of the year was crucial for us across the half back line, contesting countless contests and putting spoil
after spoil. SPOC went into the last break up by eight points.
The last quarter we knew was going to be tough but after what we spoke about at each break we knew we could come away
with the game. We fought for a solid 12 minutes but in the end and the last 10 minutes, SPOC piled on 4 goals to nothing sealing
the game for them and running away fairly convincing winners. Although the final score favoured them by 5 odd goals, the
game was much closer than that.
With SPOC being the premiers last year and having some serious legs in the last quarter, there is every chance that they can be
the team to beat again this year. In saying that, I have no doubt that the boys on the park today can beat that team on another
day. Pete Jones and Cam Andrews both stood up with a couple good goals each while Wongy in his first game for the year, and
Tom Barnett both kicked one.
Tom Sneath
D Grade Coach
ROUND 4
VS Adelaide Uni
Fred Bloch Oval
Report Time - 1pm
Game Time - 2:15pm

WOMEN’S MATCH REPORT

Well in our first three weeks we have experienced our first win, our first draw and now our first loss. This week we
welcomed another debutant to the side in Emily Draper and I am sure she will bring lots of energy and drive to the
team throughout the year.
In the first half of the game it was a reasonably even contest. The opposition were quite a strong team in terms of
physical size and also their approach to the ball and also the body. They also had a full team list of 24 on the day
so they were able to rotate six players off the bench on a regular basis. The Queens worked quite hard in the first
two quarters with Bethany Cross doing a great job with a defensive role on the wing. Lily Latham, Georgia Tottman
& Sarah Malpas were providing strong defence. In the third quarter, we did start to get a bit tired and they had a
dangerous forward that kicked some nice goals.
The message at the last change was for the team to keep working hard and not to give up their effort. It was pleasing
to see that we fought it out in the last quarter and Grace Applebee was able to kick our first goal for the game!! At
just 16 years of age Lucy Hammond was doing a great job in the midfield against more experienced opposition.
Bella Bernardi & Lu Lu Tierney worked tirelessly all day and a late highlight was Ellie Pynes’s flying tackle that was
akin to a UFC move... the tackle was fair however the entry to the contest caught everyone’s attention - we love the
commitment.
Looking forward to next week’s second away game against Kilburn under lights! Hopefully one day we can have
lights at Halsam to light up Friday night footy and also late games on a Saturday. This will really help grow our
women’s program!!
John Cunningham
Women’s Coach
ROUND 4
VS Kilburn
Blair Athol Reserve
Game Time - 4:45pm

ALEX CATFORD GAME 150
Sam Franklin Congrats on your 150th Scatman! Not sure how your body
has managed to get there but bloody well done!! Obviously, a
club legend off the field after organising (and getting B.O.G.)
on so many footy trips, but also a legend on the field.
There wouldn’t be to many other blokes you would rather have
line up with you on game day, knowing Catters will be putting
his body on the line and doing anything to get the team a win.
Although it didn’t work out too well all the time, like the classic
“Haff I’m cooked” incident getting knocked out one Saturday
at Haslam.
Would love to be there and see you play Saturday and more
importantly down a jug back at the Kensi! Not one bit of doubt
you’ll tip it all in!!

Ben Williams Dear The Cattattaman,
Congrats on the 150 mate, an absolutely incredible effort, especially after all the injuries and time away from the game.
From a footy point of view, you are one of those guys that
everybody loves to play with - hard at it, always play your role
and just bring 100% energy all the time.
Off the field - very similar! Your ability to roll up to a Monday
training after a 3 day bender and 1000 cigarettes and then
destroy everyone in a time trial will always amaze me. You are
just built different.
Since I’ve been at the club you’ve become one of my closest
mates and I will always remember the ridiculous times that we
have spent together - none of which are appropriate for the
King’s Speech. I know you hate being the centre of attention
so good luck at the Kensi on Saturday night, I would hate to
be that jug of beer.
Love you mate and to everyone at the King’s: have no fear, the
Cattattaman is here.

ALEX CATFORD GAME 150
Matthew Falzon There is no doubt whatsoever that Catters is one of the funniest and best blokes to ever pull on a Kings guernsey. Getting
to 150 games is an amazing achievement considering the injuries he’s had (and played through). ACL, torn hammies, a
severely broken ankle, broken collar bone (twice). The fact he
can even walk is a miracle in my eyes!
I’ll never forget Catters spending entire weekend’s on the lime
soda’s and gaspers and then turning up to training and winning the time trail by 3 laps every single time. He is a freak of
an athlete on (and off) the field. Congrats on 150 you beautiful
man.

Jake Van Der Hoek Alexander Catford, the man with too many nicknames to list.
Congratulations on 150 games mate. Absolutely unbelievable
effort to come back from the horror injuries and we are so glad
that you did. You make your teammates walk taller, never take
a backward step, and I’ll never forget your greatest ever (and
most recent) goal in that extremely low scoring Grand Final
in 2016. It could be argued that you do your best work off the
field, and you will look back with pride at the unprecedented
number of footy trips that you have organised.
On that note, hopefully I can share my favourite footy trip story
without it being redacted by the King’s Speech editing committee. Again in 2016, Byron Bay, we got off the plane and ever
goal in that extremely low scoring Grand Final in 2016. It could
and then that you do your best work with Sam Franklin. I still
can’t believe that taller, never take a backward step, and I’ll
never forget when your best ever goal in that extreme. Later
on when It could be argued that you do your best work off the
field, and you will look back with pride at the unprecedented
with Matthew Falzon and Ben Williams. What a night, glad
that we can all laugh about it now!
All the best on Saturday mate, can’t wait to be out there with
you!
Burg
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LISTEN TO OUR PODCAST
Co-hosts Alex Breda & Jack Green are joined by A Grade Coach Nathan Woods.
The boys discuss his King of Kensington title, his favourite Leo Di Caprio movie, his
goals for the season ahead and much more!
Brought to you by Rixx Eyewear and the Pembroke Old Scholars Football Club.
Produced by Alex Breda.
Listen to it here:
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